Regulation of movement and behavior in Turda Salt Mine
Access of tourists allowed to visit Salina Turda for recreational or for spa treatment it’s made
in group or individual during the program, according to the tariffs in current.
Access in the mine over the program or in other purposes is allowed only with the approval
of the general manager or the Administrative Council of society.
For groups of minimum 20 persons is ensured a free guide in the conditions booked in
advance and number of guides available at the time. At request and booking in advance it’s offering
guide in Romanian and other international languages.
In case of visiting the mine individual can be requested tour guide service at surcharge.
For the persons with neuromotor disability access it’s made at the old entrance of the mine
Str. Salinelor nr.54B. For this category of tourist the mine is visitable only at the transportation
gallery Franz Josef, stationary mine Ghizela (treatment base), Iosif Mine ( Echo Chamber – balcony),
Crivac Hall, Extraction pit hall and Appeal Room ( Altair and Staircase of the Rich).
Duet o low temperature of the mine about 120 C, it is recommended that all the tourists to be
equipped with thick clothing.
People with heart disease will go inside in the mine only with medical reference.

Newborn babies and children up to two years should be exposed prudently salted
environment, no more than 60 minutes.
Access to the parching is based on the ticket under existing tariffs.
At the entrance of the mine in pavilion there are ATM’s and currency exchange accessible to
tourists during the program.
During the stay in underground , tourists will have a decent behavior that will not disturb the
explanations of tourist guide or activity of other tourists.
The traffic on sections of galleries or shafts is equipped with stairs will be made with
maximum attention and every tourist will take care to not hamper the other participants of group.
Vertical circulation is by stairs or elevator.
In case of visiting the mine individual is strictly forbidden in areas other than those indicated
by mine staff and existing marks.
It is strictly prohibited to manipulate the electrical panels or transmission lines and power
distribution devices in underground and control devices of lighting and people transportation from
the underground.
The use of leisure facilities it’s can be made only with the pay of ticket access at the
recreational device. Must be respected all the indication of mine staff to use the facilities in
underground.
In case of a malfunction occurs at the panoramic elevator or the ferris wheel the tourist in
elevator or gondolas will be waiting to fix the malfunction and restart the panel or the intervention
of specialized personnel from company to be evacuated.
In the mine it strictly forbidden the entry while intoxicated with alcohol, smoking and
consuming of alcohol inside and also access with animals is strictly denied.
In underground there is no GSM signal. Communication with the surface can be made trough
the company’s system fixed telephony only in emergency cases. Underground telephones are
located as follows:
- Medical Stationary Ghizela ;
- Souvenir shop in Rudolf Mine;
- Surveillance point Mini-golf Rudolf Mine;

- Surveillance point Ferris Wheel Rudolf Mine;
- Boat station Terezia Mine.
Output the 112 emergency number is free and direct. Access protocol is 9112. For other
services or information should be contacted the mine staff.
Children under 14 have to be accompanied by their parent or other adults to supervise them
and respecting all the terms of actual Regulation.
Any information about the tourism activity or the history of the mine can be required from
the tour guides or any other member of the company.

